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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

1.
CORE HR (DEFAULT) - HCM 
ENGINE DEFAULT PLATFORM

Employee HRIS

1. Define workflows for any forms
2. Business Process Workflow
3. Determine number of levels for workflow
4. Setup conditional, approval, notification workflow
5. Create exception workflow
6. Setup reminders, auto escalations, auto approvals
7. Ad-hoc approvals at transaction stage
8. Act on workflow directly from email
9. Online, In-mail as well as SMS approval capability
10. Track workflow status and pullback requests
11. Birthday and Wedding Anniversaries Wishes
12. Workflow approvals through SMS and Mail Response
13. HR Info & Employee Data Management
14. Configuration setup, Policies Setup
15. Data Imports / Exports Configuration
16. User's Permissions Workflow
17. End to End Audit Trail, Patch Execution Utility, Backup Data Utility
18. Head and Formula Configuration
19. Report Scheduler Configuration
20. Employee's Directory
21. Employee Probation Workflow
22. Generation of Confirmation & Relieving Letter formats
23. Set User Password rules – length, expiry, retrieval
24. Assign forms to Employees or group of Employees
25. Define field level security on forms
26. Assign managerial and secretarial access for forms

Document Management 

System

1. Allows HR to manage all the employee files right from the time of employee onboarding.
2. All employee documents are securely stored and encrypted on servers to maintain and best practice
3. Upload documents to various categories such as qualification, experience, etc.
4. HR can access employee files no matter what location they are working from.
5. Define who can access what documents
6. HR can upload documents issued by the Employer which can be downloaded by the employee
7. Document Management System promotes a paperless environment in the organization
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

1.
CORE HR (DEFAULT) - HCM 
ENGINE DEFAULT PLATFORM

Employee Self Service Portal

1. Streamline the communication lines between payroll and employees
2. Employees can update and maintain their details using our employee self-service portal and which helps in optimizing 

time.
3. Access to Reports anytime from anywhere i.e. Presence Report, Late Coming, Early Going etc.
4. Access to Daily, Weekly, Monthly Report to monitor and control teams
5. Give detailed information to managers for attendance regularization.
6. Leave and Attendance Dashboard help employees in maintaining the time office hygiene.
7. Allows Employees to Apply Leaves, Comp Off, Out Duty, Tour Online 
8. Supports custom Workflow i.e. Multi-Level for some leave types and Single Level for some leave types
9. Check leave status anytime, anywhere
10. Empower Employees to claim their CTC reimbursements Online with multiple supporting attachments for each Bill

Employee Self Service Portal

1. Employees can download salary slips and do investment declaration along with HRA
2. Employee can easily track their goals and they will be aligned to company goals which will make them feel contributed to 

the growth of the organization.
3. Helpdesk help employees to rase tickets and depends on criticality they can flag it ,which can be get notified to respective 

department.
4. Employee can view employee directory and employee hierarchy
5. Employee can wish their colleagues on their respective work anniversaries and birthdays

Mobile Application (Android, 
iOS) with Geo Tagging and Geo 
Fencing

1. Enable the employees to have their own SSO ( single sign-on) mobile-optimized dashboard which will help them access 
information about their attendance, leave management, payroll, etc.

2. Managers can rapidly respond to absence request and the approval process.
3. Platform offers flexibility and convenience to organizations for managing employee profiles.
4. Employees can seek approvals and managers can approve leaves and attendances on the move.
5. Trouble-free access to the application allows downloading of pay slips and investment declaration.
6. Employees can raise travel request and reimbursements from varied locations.
7. The mobile application provides real-time-self-service system access to Employees.
8. The mobile application helps in connectivity of remote employees which is very important and crucial for every customer-

centric business.
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

1.
CORE HR (DEFAULT) - HCM 
ENGINE DEFAULT PLATFORM

MIS & Management Dashboards

1. Enjoy on-demand, hassle-free and timely HR MIS reports
2. Single platform MIS – Easily extract all the reports through a centralized HR platform
3. Essential Data Analytics, Reporting and Insight Framework for Effective Decision Making
4. Improved overall performance – Track, analyze and make better use of time
5. On demand HR and Management t Dashboards with respect to each module
6. Acquire essential insights into HR, payroll and benefits spending
7. MIS helps in Improving workforce planning through informed talent development

To Do Activities

1. With numerous duties to be accomplished, the software effectively manages and identifies priority tasks
2. Projects and tasks can be planned end to end to accomplish the organizational goals, defining the timelines
3. Accurate and advance planning allows easy assigning of responsibilities which reduces stress and ambiguity
4. Platform offers the provision for enlisting unlimited number of tasks at a given time.
5. Team leaders and management and effortlessly delegate tasks to their subordinates
6. Quickly manages and rearranges the tasks keeping in view the priorities
7. The progress of tasks can be monitored including are being active worked and postponed tasks.
8. Identifies tasks that need immediate attention enabling to focus on most important tasks

Complaints and Suggestions

1. Streamline the employee complaints and solve these complex issues in a prompt, professional manner.
2. Employee can raise complaints against any specific employee with respect to any subject
3. Define Complaints workflow help the employees to know the status of the compliant registered.
4. Improve productivity and reporting
5. General Suggestions and Feedbacks 
6. Anonymous Feedback, Suggestions, Auto Suggestion 
7. Feedback Forwarding to concerned person & eMail Notifications

Events and Announcements

1. Enables organizations to make announcements about events in real-time to their employees in terms of departments, 
locations and designations.

2. It offers a platform to bridge the communication gap between employees and organization by open channel of 
communication

3. It is designed to cater customized event updates and messages to the diverse hierarchy and employees working in an 
organization

4. Platform sends immediate updates to employees on new initiatives undertaking in the organization.
5. It clearly outlines the timeframe and deadlines for every event and announcement.
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

2.
ATTENDANCE AND 
LEAVE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM

Absence Management

1. Apply for leave online
2. Know balances of leave rules online
3. Track leave approvals
4. Assign work to others during leave period
5. Leave Encashment
6. Cancel leave
7. Anytime leave ledger

Time & Attendance

1. Define attendance capture mode for each employee – online or through external recording
2. Enforce start time in attendance
3. Enforce attendance force-out in case the employee has not signed-out on the previous occasion
4. View attendance calendar showing attendance, absence, travel, training etc.
5. Address attendance regularization
6. Assign attendance tracking for employees who are mobile
7. Analyze and maintain team’s punctuality index
8. Integrated with Attendance Machine
9. Configurable based on company policies for late coming, early going, attendance penalties
10. Relaxation approval and Week Off Swapping
11. Flexible and flawless module helps in tracking attendance and leaves of employees which enables amendments effortlessly.
12. Automatic generation of multi-level approval workflows coupled with configurable module fasten the process, saving precious 

manhours.
13. More than 100 standard reports such as Muster Roll, Monthly Performance, Continuous Absenteeism and Leave Register are at disposal 

of organizations.

Shift & Scheduling

1. Define shift & shift rules
2. Allocate resources based on fluctuating workload
3. Ensures optimum utilization of resources per shift
4. Ensures authorization of shift changes so that work does not get affected
5. Allows employees to plan their leave by making them aware of the shift patterns in advance
6. Global shifts to address different time zones

EMPLOYEE COUNSELLING

1. Module helps in identifying the issues faced by the employees and reports it to person concerned.
2. The automated process raises query in case of erratic employee behaviour and follows up the issue.
3. Counselling prevents negative vibes from affecting the well-being of employees, which boosts their performance
4. The platform allows step by step process and updates the progress of counselling.
5. Data of the employees remain secure and is not available on the public domain.
6. The resolution of issues is defined with the help of pre-structured formats and advice of experts.
7. Issue are unique and the software modifies the module accordingly to meet the needs of employees.
8. Creates a conducive and positive work environment allowing employees to effectively contribute towards organizational goals
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

3. PAYROLL INSIGHT

1. Platform combines data and information from varied portals seamlessly on a single platform for salary computation.
2. Module is created in line with necessary compliances, enabling easy management of employees’ finances.
3. Compensation Setup Template – Manual and Automatic
4. CTC Reimbursement Calculation
5. Module is capable of processing and calculating salaries of large number of employees within time constraints.
6. Full & Final Settlements
7. New Joining / Left Employees Payroll data
8. Standard Payroll Reports and Statutory Reports available
9. Statutory Reports, Income Tax Computation
10. Email Payslip in bulk - Automated generation of salary slips in accordance with the CTC of employees and their tax liability.
11. Module mechanically amends and updates salary details of employees based on their increments and tax liabilities.
12. Software is adaptable and allows changes in information and retention of data while tracking the audit trail.
13. Employees are free to access and check their investment declarations and pay slips virtually through mobile phones.

4. RECRUITMENT

Manpower Planning

1. Define headcount budget for every position
2. Track vacancy against budget by position
3. Budget can be revised at any point in time
4. Track planned vs actual report on various dimensions like business units, department, designation, grade, cost centre etc.

Requisition Management

1. Ability to create processes and make different role players as process owners
2. Manpower requests made easy for line managers
3. Ability to raise multiple vacancy requests for similar positions by line managers
4. Allows for multiple levels of vacancy approval
5. Allows for candidate’s pre-employment verification
6. Map request against approved open positions or as ad-hoc

Applicant Management

1. Maintain uniqueness of the candidates’ data
2. Publish vacancies against consultants
3. Elicit resumes from any of the sources like internal employees (using internal job board), candidates (using career page), consultants (using 

consultant page) and walk-in
4. Profile bank gets populated from various sources like recruitment managers, external candidates, consultants and internal referrals
5. Graphical representation of vacancy metrics like total filled, balance vacancies, offered count, including the source of resume
6. Perform simple as well as advanced searches by choosing the search criteria
7. Restrict the number of resumes to be displayed per page for the defined search
8. Track resume status like blocking, shortlisted candidates for manager screening, test or interview.
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

4. RECRUITMENT Offer Management

1. Setup position-wise compensation & offer letter templates
2. Compute CTC. Also, there is provision to specify details like joining bonus, relocation claim, notice period buy out etc.
3. Prepare and manage offer document checklists
4. System generated offer and appointment letters.
5. Mail notifications of offers
6. Record candidates’ offer acceptance

5.
EMPLOYEE 
ONBOARDING

Pre-Onboarding –
Candidate

1. Employee onboarding begins even before the joining of employee to create conducive ecosystem for new hires.
2. Separate portal for candidates to fill in their information and upload all the required documents like qualification, experience, etc. needed for the 

employment
3. Candidates can also fill up the forms like PF, ESI, Insurance, etc. which are in general get filled on the joining day, on the same platform
4. The documents sent by the candidates can be verified ever before they join the company

Pre-Onboarding –
Templates

1. System generated user defined onboarding activity templates enable in making the HR onboarding process seamless.
2. Spend less time on administrative tasks and more time engaging with new hires and making them feel at home in your organization.
3. Buddy allocation, induction, etc. can be defined in these pre onboarding templates

Post Onboarding

1. Help busy managers connect with newbies prior to Day One with pre-written welcome messages they can personalize.
2. Maintain consistent onboarding experiences, while empowering the new hire’s managers, mentors, buddies and teammates to insert their own 

human touches
3. Allow HR practitioners and managers to build and update onboarding journeys easily
4. The customized employee onboarding tool cater to diverse employees, depending on their experience, level in hierarchy and job profile.
5. Automates employee onboarding process saving paperwork and easy assimilation of the new hire into the system.
6. Entire employee onboarding process can be tracked real-time allowing HR to fill the gaps instantly.
7. Computerized and timely follow ups and reminders by employee onboarding software saves time and energy of new hires and HR.
8. Onboarding software allows new hires to track offer activity with reporting, dashboard and analytics in real-time.
9. New employees can submit an onboarding feedback survey from their respective ESS portal.

6.
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM

Performance Management

1. Streamline appraisal cycle by setting up calendars
2. Define appraisal templates for different sets of employees
3. Handle central tendency problems by setting up multiple evaluators
4. Facilitate individual development plans and trainings
5. Define rating standards by different units – by department, business unit etc.
6. Map actual appraisal ratings against standard set
7. Normalize ratings
8. Fold-up the normalization curve (bell curve) to the top (organizational level).
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6.
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Goal Setting

1. Create & Integrate strategic goals across organizations, functional groups
2. Increase transparency through communication of goals
3. Carry forward of goals from previous appraisal cycles
4. Set either qualitative or quantitative goals
5. Set monthly / quarterly / half-yearly/annual review of goals
6. Goal review with ratings or only reviews with the option of adding, modifying and removing goals
7. Maintain complete history of all goals right throughout the appraisal cycle

Bell Curve

1. Self-Rating followed by multiple level of reviewer’s rating mechanism.
2. Consolidate feedback
3. Track the progress of assessment
4. Achieve - High Performers, Average Performers and Non-Performers or Below Average Performers

360˚ Feedback

1. Seek feedback on employee from peers, superiors, subordinates and customers
2. Define different questions (feedback parameters) for peers, superiors, subordinates and customers
3. Track the progress of assessment
4. Consolidate feedback
5. Provide informed feedback to employees for progress

Succession 
Management – Using 9 
Box Rating Mechanism

1. Assess Key positions within the organization
2. Prepare a talent pool based on the competency required
3. Develop talents based on competency framework
4. Deploy the best talent at key position at appropriate time
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES SUB-MODULES FEATURES

7. TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

1. Competency Mapping
2. Define the competency required for each position
3. Assess the key competency
4. Identify the gap
5. Create competency building plan for each employee
6. Monitor the progress
7. Monitor employees training against their position requirements
8. Track training recommended from appraisal feedback
9. Set up training programs based on project costs
10. Define overall training budget for calendar year
11. Analyse training costs based on department, projects etc.
12. Employees can express training needs as part of appraisal
13. Based on training recommendation from managers, the training courses can be created / restructured
14. Schedule and priorities training programs based on number of employees recommended for each course
15. Manage internal / external faculty based on areas of expertise
16. Track attendance for employee participation
17. Mapping appraisal with training
18. Record post training feedback
19. Separate portal for external trainers for giving feedback
20. Upload unlimited E-learning course material (videos, free flowing text and pdfs), Learning Dashboards
21. Assign the course to any audience and include pre and post evaluations along with it.

8.
TRAVEL, TOUR & EXPENSE 
MANAGEMENT

1. Complete Travel Management System, connects all on same platform Employees, Approvers, Travel Desk, Admin.
2. Comprises of overall workflow of local, domestic and international travel plans
3. Flexible advance payment module with multiple options to smoothen travel plans
4. Automate complete Employee entitlement policy with eligibility rules for DA, Hotel, Transport etc.
5. Auto-filing of forms with auto-attach feature and provision of multi-level and special approvals
6. Stress-free processing of claim supported with adequate audit trails and policy compliances
7. Automated email notification to respective stakeholders and follow-ups on pending approvals
8. Resilient and flexible approval email system with alternative approval feature
9. Allows creation of a single trip for multiple travellers, saving time of applicants and approvers
10. Specialized module to manage local conveyance with the facility for computation of distance
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HCM ENGINE MODULES FEATURES LIST

S.NO. MODULES FEATURES

9.
PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
AND TIMESHEET

1. Client Details – Enter client details with information like name, industry type, contact details of client, address, billing details
2. Assign Roles – Assign clients based on skill sets needed and assign roles like Manager and Coordinator and distinguish clients based on Project Cost
3. Assign Resource – Resource assigning to projects based on duration. Applications can be made by the project Managers for resources and approvals can be based on 

availability.
4. Distinguish Projects – Resources can be distinguished as billable or non billable for projects assigned.
5. Timesheet Application – Employee can submit multiple timesheets by selecting respective clients, project and task they have worked with to monitor the billable hours and 

based on which invoices for bills can be raised.
6. Project Profitability – Based on Cost and billable hours of resources analytics can be generated like Project Profitability.
7. Time tracking software allows monitoring of a resource at a specified time using workflow chart..
8. Module brings to life portfolio dashboard and reports using Gantt chart defining project issues and risks.
9. Project management software establishes hierarchies, milestones, budgets, Gantt charts, timesheets with billable hours.
10. Project management system and time tracker accurately calculate quantitative estimates of project costs, resources cost and duration
11. Dynamic reports and analytics.

10. SURVEY

1. Module creates varied online SURVEYS for various departments keeping in view their requirements.
2. Pre-defined parameters allow the software to deliver the results at the touch of a button.
3. Instantly delivers detailed reports to your desktop and enables easy analysis of results.
4. Reduced human intervention with automated grading process ensures objective and error-free scores.
5. Module provides hiring and training online assessment tools which lowers costs and improves productivity.
6. Easy to use and flexible, it is a one-stop destination for examination, preparation, recruitment, and more.
7. Offers open-ended assessments, which provides candidates and employees with an opportunity to share their opinion
8. Survey module is designed to clearly demarcate the simple and complex issues of employees.
9. Provides relevant data to top management and team leaders to ascertain the scope of issues.
10. Generates systematic reports based on employees’ responses to the survey queries.
11. Module helps in creating a world-class constructive workplace keeping employees at the centre.
12. Keeps data safe and secured while maintaining strict access policy to avoid its misuse.
13. Registers and tracks the old and new feedback and timely reports it to the authorities.
14. Immediately identifies source of concerns of employees and pattern and inconsistencies in management’s actions.

11.
EMPLOYEE HELP 
DESK

1. A single window help desk software merges the tasks of raising, tracking, prioritizing for resolving the grievances of the employees.
2. SLA (Service Level Agreement) status information - With direct help desk SLA information right in the ticketing system, it’s easier to prioritize tickets and avoid SLA violations.
3. Help desk software structures and simplifies the process of support department.
4. Creates tickets, views status of issues, and helpdesk management system closes tickets on resolution.
5. Convenient and hassle-free availability of Service Level Agreement status information about tickets.
6. Develops and assigns tailor-made department wise help desk ticketing template.
7. Generates reports and scrutinizes the trend of ticket resolution, improving the workflow.
8. Creates dashboards and sends updates via email notifications on every action on the ticket.
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12.
EMPLOYEE  NEEDS & ASSETS 
MANAGEMENT

1. Complete Inventory Management Software Solution to manage Stock & Assets.
2. Detailed item master makes the easy to identify products and facilitates in creating multiple categories.
3. Unique product barcodes are given to each product supported by major barcode scanners which allow easy location of products.
4. Real time access to inventory reports with configurable valuation techniques helps in ascertaining stock at any given time.
5. Module tracks inventory which helps in making amendments effortlessly keeping in view the availability of diverse stock.
6. Timely alerts on availability of stock and their level helps in refiling products that are about to exhaust.
7. User can monitor and check inventory online from remote locations which allows in maintaining the inventory seamlessly.
8. Item Request, Request Approvals, Item Issue, Request Status

13. VISITOR MANAGEMENT

1. Our visitor management system has been created to address the concerns of organizations with a specialized and methodical approach, without 
compromising the safety and security of visitors, we manage and track visitors.

2. Visitor management software provides real-time data and information of visitors throughout the year.
3. Enlists visitors’ name and details such as time of visit, purpose of visit and the person being visited.
4. Acts as planner and customizes the details of the visitors’ visit and registers the meeting.
5. Generates computerized e-passes, which allows easy access for the visitor.

14.
EMPLOYEE SEPARATION 
MANAGEMENT

1. Employee can place the request of exit online
2. Request can be approved or rejected by the immediate authority
3. Superiors can input exit requests for their subordinates
4. Exit request is sent to each concerned department heads for Approval
5. Department Head can input/track receivables from the employee
6. Upon clearance from department heads, Email intimation to respective authority for their further course of action
7. Online Exit Interview
8. Auto transfer of data to Payroll for full & final settlement calculation
9. Configurable E-Separation Formula Builder for PF, Gratuity, allowances, and unprocessed loans. Generate E-Separation Statements post-processing.
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We would like to meet you and your team to discuss further and show across

our product features which are un-parallel and embedded below is the list of

client references which shall help you take decision faster. In fact, we are the

highest rated vendors in India.

CLICK THE LINK BELOW TO SCHEDULE YOUR DEMO

https://farsighttechnologies.com/contact/

SCF NO. 9, SECOND FLOOR, 

SECTOR-17, FARIDABAD – 121002 

(INDIA)

contact@farsightitsolutions.com

www.farsighttechnologies.com | www.payrollinsights.com

0129-4998899

https://farsighttechnologies.com/contact/
mailto:contact@farsightitsolutions.com
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